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ABSTRACT

The theta-pinch FERF conceptual design uses a radiation cooled "bumper
to protect the implosion heating coil from thermal cycling. This concept of
a plasma chamber liner is also used in other conceptual designs of fusion
reactors and research facilities. The Princeton Tokamak design uses a helium
cooled "radiation shield"^. The LLL FERF concept uses a water-cooled "sacrificial
structure".3 These concepts were designed to handle relatively high heat
fluxes at the first vail. Conceptual designs with considerable lower first
wall loading^' have not used such a shield. In the theta-pinch FERF however,
the first wall loading is low (0.75 MW/m^), but other considerations made
first wall protection desirable.

Apparent advantages of the concept include: increased design flexibility
and reliability, decreased thermal stresses, outgassing and pumping requirements
and the bumper does not need to be a vacuum wall. Disadvantages may include:
interference with the plasma cycle, plasma contamination and if convectively
cooled, require an additional cooling circuit. These facets and the possibility
of the use of & conductively cooled bumper will be discussed here.



INTRODUCTION

The use of a sacrificial liner inside the first wall of a fusion reactor appears

to alleviate or eliminate several of the strenuous design requirements of the

first wall. Impingement of high energy" particles coupled with thermal stresses and

an intense radiation field makes the first wall environment very hostile. The theta-

plnch FERF conceptual design uses a radiation cooled "bumper" to protect the

implosion heating coil from thermal cycling. This idea is also used in other

conceptual designs of fusion reactors and research facilities. The Princeton

Tokamak design uses a helium cooled "radiation shield." The LLL FERF concept uses

a water-cooled "sacrificial structure." These concepts were designed to handle

relatively high heat fluxes at the first wall. Conceptual designs with considerably
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lower first loading ' have not used such a shield. In the theta-pinch FERF however,
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the first wall loading is low (0.75 MW/m ), but other considerations made first

wall protection desirable. Some apparent advantages and the limitations of both

radiation and conduction cooled bumper designs are discussed here.



DESCRIPTION

Although varying in detail, the bumper is distinguished by being somehow

different than the remainder of the blanket. A radiation cooled bumper may be

completely detached fromrthe rest of the blanket structure. A section of a

radiation cooled bumper and its relationship to the plasma and neutron blanket is

shown schematically in Fig.1.Chamber liners of this type have been suggested for

rocket engines and used in turbo-jet and other combustion chambers for some time.

Similar to the application here, they are easily replaceable, expendable parts

of the chamber.

In the theta-pinch concept the liner is continuous around the minor circumference

of the chamber, but would be interrupted in the major circumference with gaps for

vacuum pumping, and other access requirements. In the Tokamak and mirror it is

envisioned that the bumper would be a continuous chamber liner and perhaps line the

divertor as well in the TMcamak. Access for beam injection and instrumentation

require openings in the bumper as well as the chamber. These ports could also be

lined if excessive sputtering or radiation is expected there.

FUNCTION OF THE BUMPER

The function of the bumper is to protect the "first wall" of the blanket from

excessive radiation, heat load, and ion and electron impingement. The rationale

for the sacrificial action of the bumper is that the "first wall" is a complicated,

highly stressed integral portion of the blanket and difficult and expensive to

replace. Further, the first wall is subjected to intense thermal stresses, and the

physical constraints required for cooling, insulation and attachment to the blanket

aggravate those thermal stresses. If a simple radiation cooled liner can be used, it can

be loosely attached to the blanket and the stress and erosion problems alleviated.



Figure 2 shows one design for a radiation cooled bumper. It would fit closely

inside the first wall but would be free to expand in all directions. Lines of contact

between bumper and first wall would not cause significant hot spots in the first

wall because of very poor conductance in the low pressure environment. Although the

near elimination of thermal stresses in the first wall is the major function of the

bumper in a theta-pinch reactor, it seems to offer other blanket design flexibility.

With a bumper, the first wall is not bombarded by particles nor in the case of the

theta-pinch, cycled through large temperature excursions. Even in the "steady state"

concepts the heat flux which must be handled by the first wall is distributed even

more uniformly in both time and space. Further, for a passively cooled bumper the

reactor reliability should be increased. It offers the possibility that for large

plasma excursions or other malfunctions which could result in melting and other first

wall failure, the reactor can continue to operate. Although the liner may be

partially destroyed by such an event, there is no vacuum loss nor loss of coolant

into the plasma chamber causing reactor shut down. Th5.s was a major reason for

adopting a bumper concept in the theta-pinch FERF design.

THERMAL CONSIDERATIONS

The radiative cooled bumper concept is heat flux limited by the maximum

allowable bumper temperature. For the theta-pinch concept, the bumper material must

either be an insulator or segmented and insulated between segments to allow the

imploding magnetic flux to pass. Shown in Figure 3 is the maximum steady state

energy which can be radiated from a surface, as a function of its (and the radiation

receiver's) emittance. It can be seen that it is unlikely that heat fluxes much

greated than 20 - 30 w/cm would be desired for a radiative cooled bumper. Some

idea of the wall loading can be gathered by noting that the first wall heat flux

is generally about 20% of the 14 mev neutron wall loading. Thus, neutron wall
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loadings up to 2 MW/tn may be feasible with a radiation cooled bumper. Table I shows



some approximate values of heat flux, first wall loading, and expected bumper

temperature, if the bumper, were added to some specific reference designs.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

The fact that the bumper will run at high temperature is a mixed blessing. In

the theta-pinch, impurity ions remaining in the chamber at the end of a pulse are

more likely pumped or purged from the plasma chamber than to adhere to the hot

bumper surface. On the other hand, the bumper vapor pressure is raised by the

high temperature and this could lead to more plasma contamination with wall

material ions. The vapor pressure of the wall material is another constraint

upon acceptable bumper materials.

In the theta-pinch cycle it is necessary to evacuate the spent plasma and

neutral gas used for the gas blanket between each pulse of the plasma burn cycle.

The theta-pinch normally operates at a higher pressure than other machines, and at

room temperature the chamber pressure is 10 to 50 microns. If the neutral gas left

in the chamber between pulses is near bumper temperature, say 1000°C,the chamber

pressure would be 40 to 200 microns reducing the required pumping times. For other

concepts the effect may not be so useful since the pressures are probably less than

one micron at room temperature and much of the pumping is done by other means.

It should be pointed out that although the neutral gas temperature in the chamber

(divertor) can be expected to be near bumper temperature, the temperature of the

gas as the pump entrance will be near room temperature because of the cooling

of the gas as it passes through various room temperature (cooled) ducts.

A factor yet to be examined in detail is the effect of a loss-of-coolant

accident upon the bumper and the reactor blanket. This examination is currently

limited by lack of detail of the cooling systems. In all concepts, the first wall is



effectively insulated from the environment. Thus, if coolant flow is interrupted,

there are few paths available for energy remaining in the plasma or radioactive

alterheat to escape the blanket. On the other hand, the afterheat energy is small

compared to the mass of the blanket and the rate of temperature rise is very low,

calculated to be 10dKg/hr. in the theta-pinch reference desiga. Ref. 6 . Since

the bumper is designed for radiation cooling, it would appear that during a loss of

coolant accident, although the first wall temperature may rise appreciably, the

fourth power radiation law would infer a very small temperature increase of the

bumper, even if first wall temperatures rise to damaging levels.

Another feature of the bumper which has not been thoroughly resolved for the

theta-pinch concept is the possibility of trapping plasma between the bumper and the

implosion heating coil. If this happens to significant degree, the bumper could

become an imploding liner, and be totally destroyed by the implosion. Means must

be found to assure that gas trapped behind the bumper does not become a continuous

plasma circuit around the minor perifery. Some experiments on this effect are

currently in the planning stage at LASL.

OTHER OPTIONS

The discussion so far has considered a radiation cooled bumper. Convectively

cooled bumper concepts have already been considered for some of reference designs.

Such cooling requires an additional cooling circuit, and in event of the bumper

failure allows coolant to leak into the plasma chamber. However, if very high heat

fluxes must be handled, convective cooling is the only viable technique. For lower

heat fluxes however, cooling by conduction may offer an even more sinple bumper

design.

A conduction cooled bumper (Figure 4) is segmented in the theta direction (around

the minor perifery) and relatively continuous in the z direction (around the major

circumference), For thermal stress relief in the z dimension there could be



Intermittent: gaps in the stem of the bumper. The radiation cooled bumper designs

shown in Figure 2 needed good dimensional tolerence& to assure each slat of the

venitian blind would not act as a significant radiation, shield to the adjacent one.

For the conduction cooled bumper however, this is not an important consideration

and there can be considerable overlap. The following analysis considers a bumper

of constant thickness as in Figure 4 but for maximum fin effectiveness, a tapered

fin may be more appropriate, especially if the bumper is made of expensive materials.

To gain an insight into the allowable geometries, the heat flux (from one side)

accomodated by a conductively cooled bumper with uniform thickness and negligable

steam length (see Figure 4).

j = 2k (Th - TQ) tb/x
2

Where:

q/A is heat flux at bumper surface

fc in bumper thermal conductivity

T. is maximum temperature of bumper material

T_ is sink or first wall maximum temperature

t, is thickness of the bumper

and x is maximum distance from tip of bumper segment to base

(see Figure 4)

Figure 5 shows the maximum bumper heat flux possible with typical bumper materials,

geometries and possible temperature differences, AT - T, - T . Again refractory

materials particularly pyrolytic graphite appear better since they may operate at

higher temperature, and the thermal conductivity is relatively high. The use of

graphite exposed to the DT mixture could be questioned because of absorption

(reaction) of hydrogen isotopes. Silicon carbide could also be a good chdice since

It is expected to show good neutron radiation resistance and bumper atoms sputtered

or evaporated into the plasma have lower Z value than refractories such as molybdenum

or niobium.



There are many designs which could be suggested for the details of a conduction

cooled bumper besides that in Figure 4. For instance the heat conducted along the

bumper could be made to go along the major circumference and removed by convective

cooling in bands around the minor circumference if that offered better design

possibilities for the coolant. How ever the bumper is arranged, however, it

ultimately requires good convective cooling at the root or stem of the bumper. It

should be further noted that as the conductively cooled bumper temperature rises

at the tips, radiation cooling again becomes important, an aspect ignored in

Figure 5 values for heat fluxes.

SUMMARY

The use of either a radiative or conductive cooled bumper liner in a plasma

chamber offers a method of obtaining significantly better reliability, and longer

lifetimes for first walls. Longer lifetimes are expected because of the reduced

need for the first wall Lo operate under high thermal stress. A failure of the

bumper may not be cause for shut-down of the fusion power plant, since coolant

or vacuum leak will not occur if the bumper is passively cooled.
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TABLS I

14 MeV Wall Loading w/cm

First Wall Heat Flux w/cm

Radiating Bumper Temperature °K

Convective Coolant

RTPR
3 sec

666

76A

1900

Li

RTPR
10 sec

200

23"

1470

Li

Theta-Pinch
FERF

UMAK I PRDM

75

10"

1140

LLL
Mirror

125

2591"

176

39

1450 1600

163

15.1"

1270

ORNL
Tokamak

Li Flibe Lithium

49

11

1160

Lithium

A. Direct conversion of alpha energy 60%.

B Does not include Joule loss in IHC.

C. Argon added to increase bremsstrahlung

D. Does not include injected beam energy reaching wall.
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Figure 2 Radiation Cooled Bumper
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Figure 3 Radiation Heat Flux from Radiation Cooled Bumper



Figure 4 Conduction Cooled Bumper
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Figure 5 Allowable Bumper Heat Flux. Conduction Cooled


